During live cell imaging via atomic force microscopy (AFM), the interactions between the AFM probe and the membrane yield distorted cell images. In this work, an image correction method was developed based on the force-distance curve and the modified Hertzian model. The normal loading and lateral forces exerted on the cell membrane by the AFM tip were both accounted for during the scanning. Two assumptions were made in modelling based on the experimental measurements: (1) the lateral force on the endothelial cells was linear to the height; (2) the cell membrane Young's modulus could be derived from the displacement measurement of a normal force curve. Results have shown that the model could be used to recover up to 30% of the actual cell height depending on the loading force. The accuracy of the model was also investigated with respect to the loading force and mechanical property of the cell membrane.
Introduction
Endothelial cells (ECs) make up the inner lining of blood vessels to form a smooth passage for the transit of blood. Past studies have shown that shape change may occur in endothelial cells in situ. The EC shape change plays an important role in changing transvascular permeability to macromolecules (Shepard et al 1987) and vascular damage (Zhang et al 2003 , 2006 , Ishine et al 2000 . An accurate study of the dynamic shape change of live ECs is of clinical importance (Schneider et al 1997b) .
Among the numerous tools developed for investigation of live cells, atomic force microscopy (AFM) has its own advantages (You and Yu 1999 , Lesniewska et al 1998 , Lal and John 1994 , Ohnesorge et al 1997 . It can provide not only high-resolution 3D imaging of cells in real time but also the cell micro-mechanical properties (Hoh and Hansma 1992 , Henderson 1994 , Braet et al 1998 , Radmacher 1996 , 1997 , Ricci et al 1997 , Hassan et al 1998 , Shroff et al 1995 , Vinckier and Semenza 1998 , Lekka et al 1999 , Mueller et al 1997 , Braunstein and Spudich 1994 , Schneider et al 1997a , Ohshiro et al 2000 . With this powerful tool, the detailed surface structures of live ECs including stiff cytoskeletal elements along the flat filamentous membrane structures were studied at the nano-scale (Kienberger et al 2003, Pesen and Hoh 2005) . Also investigated were the topography of live ECs and the induced shape volume change (Kawasaki et al 1997 , Braet et al 2001 , Han et al 2003 , Oberleithner et al 2003 .
However, during the AFM imaging, the tip force exerted on the cell membrane can change the cell shape. For example, the volume of MDCK-F cells detected via AFM was found to be underestimated by 10% approximately (Schneider et al 2000) . Even when the force was reduced to piconewtons, it still induced visible indentation on the cell membrane. The cell shape shown in an AFM image is the result of the imposed chemical (or physical) stimulations and the imaging forces combined. Thus, it is necessary to eliminate the imaging force effect through modelling.
From the AFM force-distance (F -S) curves, the indentation of the cell surface can be calculated with the Hertzian model, and the micro-mechanical property of the cell determined (Costa and Yin 1999 , Weisenhorn et al 1993 , Radmacher et al 1995 , Davies et al 1995 , Mathur et al 2001 , Sato et al 2000 . By analysing the relationship between the cell surface displacement with the cell mechanical property and the exerted forces, it is possible to obtain the cell image under the zero imaging force. The force volume (FV) method, which records F-S curve and height information of every point in the image, has been introduced to make the image corrections (Schneider et al 2000, Rotsch and . But, it usually takes a long time to image one cell, which limits its application in imaging a live cell experiencing a rapid dynamic process.
In this work, a computational method coupled with relatively high speed AFM imaging was developed to recover the cell shape based on the F-S curves. The influence of both normal loading and lateral forces on the cell membrane was considered to accurately reveal the cell morphological shape in real time.
Methods and materials

Sample preparation
Human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs) (Cascade Biologics Inc., USA) were grown at 37
• C in untreated standard 55 mm plastic Petri dishes filled with 5% CO 2 and endothelial basal medium, (Medium 200, Cascade Biologics Inc., USA) containing low serum growth supplement. In 24 h, cells attached to the substrate tight enough to resist the scanning force exerted during AFM imaging. The measurements were performed after the medium was changed.
Atomic force microscopy
A Bioscope AFM (Veeco/Digital Instruments Inc., Santa Barbara, CA) was mounted on an inverted microscope in air. Contact mode was conducted and all the experiments were carried out in fresh culture medium at the room temperature. The cantilevers used were Sharpened Microlevers (Veeco Metrology Group, Sunnyvale, CA) with the spring constant of 0.01 N m −1 and semiangle of 18
• . Young's moduli were derived from the force curves typically recorded with a frequency of 0.5 Hz. Loading forces of 0.5-2.0 nN were used in all experiments, and the live cells could be stably imaged under the force in this range. During the entire experiment process, the cells were tightly adhered to the substrate of the plastic Petri dishes.
Results and discussion
AFM imaging and Young's modulus calculation
A live HUVEC was imaged with the scan scale of 90 × 45 µm 2 and at a scan rate of 0.5 Hz. The height images (figures 1(a) and (b)) and the friction images (figures 1(c) and (d)) of the trace and retrace of the same area were captured in a stable loading force of 0.93 nN.
It is shown in figures 1(a) and (b) that the height of the HUVEC is more than 4 µm. The friction mode is normally used to measure lateral forces encountered along a surface. When scanning laterally (perpendicular to their lengths) cantilevers are torqued more as they transit through high-friction sites and less through low-friction sites to yield a map of highand low-friction sites (figures 1(c) and (d)). A quantitative analysis of the trace and retrace of the same cell section clearly shows that the imaged cell shape really depends on the lateral force direction (figure 1(e)). It shows that the friction signal on the endothelial cell obtained by AFM is linear to the height, which accords well with the result from Wiesendanger and his colleagues (Schwarz et al 1996) . Thus, the magnitude of the lateral force was assumed to be linear to the cell height in the present modelling. The loading force and the Young's modulus of an EC was calculated from the F-S curves (figure 2) recorded at the highest point of the cell where the loading force was almost perpendicular to cell surface.
In the F-S curve, the deflection of the AFM tip was recorded as a function of the piezoelectric scanner position as approaching and retracting the sample. With these curves the local Young's modulus was computed according to Sneddon's modified Hertzian model (Sneddon 1965) :
where F is the loading force. E and ν (0.5 here) are the Young's modulus and Poisson ratio of the cell. α is the semiangle of the tip (18 • here) and δ is the indentation depth. Eight endothelial cells were investigated. The measured Young's Moduli for the cells varied from 1.16 kPa to 6.12 kPa, within the range of 1-7 kPa as reported for endothelial cells (Davies et al 1995) .
The mechanical property is expected to vary over a live cell surface. Distribution of the elasticity values was obtained using the FV method. Combined with the height image recorded in the same area, the normal component of Young's moduli on the cell surface was calculated and shown in figure 3.
One could find that most of the Young's moduli of the cell membrane in the normal direction fall in the range ofĒ ± 5%, whereĒ is the average elasticity of the membrane. Thus, the Young's modulus in the normal direction measured on the top cell surface could be used to approximately represent the cell membrane property with an error within 10% except for the cell boundaries which are expected to be stiffer.
To further investigate the mechanical property dependence on the loading force, the Young's moduli at the same point of an EC surface under different forces from 0.5 nN to 2.0 nN were obtained. The elasticity did not change much with force as shown in figure 4.
Shape correction
To simplify the correction process, several assumptions were made based on the abovementioned results:
(1) The elastic modulus (E) of the cell membrane was assumed to be uniform in the normal direction when the loading force was within the range of 0.5-2.0 nN. (2) Tangential force was along the cell surface contour of the cell, resulting from the components of both normal loading and lateral forces. Taking the fluidity of the cell membrane into consideration, the tangential force was assumed to have little effect on the displacement of individual points on the cell membrane which was mainly caused by the normal force perpendicular to the cell membrane.
(3) The lateral force was assumed to be linear to the vertical height at the same point during imaging.
Under these assumptions, the interactions between the probe and the sample were mainly the upright and lateral forces. Since the contact mode was used, the upright force at each point was the same. The mechanical force analysis during the scanning process is shown in figure 5 . A section of the cell height image was fit with a quadratic curve and the loading force (F). The Young's modulus (E) of the top cell surface was calculated from the F-S curve. Assuming that the actual point (x 0 , y 0 ) on the cell surface moves to (x 1 , y 1 ) in the trace image ( figure 5(a) ), and to (x 2 , y 2 ) in the retrace image ( figure 5(b) ) due to the tip interaction, their relationship can be determined as
where δ 1 is the normal indentation in trace imaging and δ 2 is the normal indentation in retrace imaging. They should satisfy the Sneddon's modified Hertzian model:
and
where f 1 , f 2 are the lateral forces in trace and retrace imaging, respectively, p is a constant factor. By solving equations (2)-(4) through iterations, a more realistic cell shape correction is obtained and shown in figure 6 . It is quite clear that there exists a significant difference between the corrected and the recorded cell shapes. The difference in height can be up to 0.5 µm, more than 10%. In each section, the corrected images are almost identical and independent from the base image. This has validated the correction model developed in this work.
Comparison with the force volume method
The force volume (FV) method has already been successfully used in the shape correction of cell and other soft materials (Schneider et al 2000 , Jiao and Schaffer 2004 . A force volume image contains a topographic image of a sample area as well as an array of F-S curves over the same area. Requiring no assumptions, the indentation of each detected point on the cell surface can be calculated directly from the F-S curve recorded. Figure 7 illustrates the corrected curves from the same cell section using the two methods under the loading forces of 0.5 nN (FV) and 0.66 nN (present), respectively.
Good agreement of the two curves further validates the present method. Indicated by recent research, the viscosity of liquid increased when the tip approached the surface of mica (Jeffery et al 2004 , Butt et al 2005 . In order to get accurate data in small force regimes, it was recently realized that the Z scan rate should be set as low as possible to prevent hydrodynamic forces on the AFM tip (a recommended value is 2-4 Hz) (Tsukruk et al 2003) . If an image with 512 × 512 data points resolution is recovered by the conventional FV method, imaging time is more than 36 h. Figures 8(a) and (b) are height images of a HUVEC with the loading force of 1.5 nN and the corresponding shape recovered by the present method. The newly developed cell shape correction method has much better temporal and spatial resolution. It takes about 1/200 time to achieve the same image quality obtained by the FV method and provides a powerful tool for real time imaging of live cells using AFM.
Correction of images under different scanning forces
The presently developed model was used to correct the images of the same cell taken under different loading forces. Figure 9 shows the typical results of an EC with loading forces of 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 nN, respectively. The thinner lines (the lower level set of curves) are the imaged curves with different loading forces while the dark lines (the upper level set) represent the corrected cell profiles. The difference between the two sets of the curves is quite clear. Among the imaged curves, the higher the loading force is, the lower the cell height or the larger the shape deformation. The indentation could be up to 30% depending on the loading force. All the corrected curves are merged to reveal the original cell profile. The present correction method can be used to accurately recover the real shape of the cell imaged under the loading force within the range of 0.5-2.0 nN. The analysis of the results obtained from the same cell confirmed the validity of the method with 95% confidence level.
Further study was performed using eight different ECs. Each cell was recovered from images taken under at least four different loading forces from 0.5 to 2.0 nN. The largest difference δ among the corrected curves under different scanning forces was calculated. The absolute and relative differences δ and δ/H for the eight cells are shown in table 1.
H is the largest height of the cell. Seen in this table, the largest difference between the corrected images was 126.66 nm, only 2.57% of the cell height and almost negligible for cell morphological study. The Friedman test method (Starbuck 1965) was also used to evaluate the corrected curves from images of eight cells taken with different loading forces. The Friedman test is a non-parametric test (distribution free) used to determine whether the different observations are from the same set of subjects. The test was employed to examine whether the different corrected curves are representing the same cell section contour as shown in figure 9 . Results show that for each cell the corrected curves could be viewed as the same curve with a 95% confidence level. 
Discussion
In the present model, a uniform distribution of the elasticity in the normal direction of the cell was used. It was found that the normal E on the cell surface fell in the range of 5% of the average value. To examine the influence of the nonuniform elasticity on the corrected results, figure 10 illustrates that the corrected curves from the same EC sections with 10% change of the top area elasticity deviate from each other within 1% of the height, which can be neglected in a cell morphological study.
Further study of cells under the hyperthermia condition showed that the Young's moduli on the cell surface became more uniform ( figure 11 ). In such a situation, the assumption of a uniform distribution of the elasticity over the cell surface is more accurate. Above all, the model can be effectively used to detect the EC morphological dynamics in a fast dynamic process.
Conclusion
In this work, a new correction method was developed to recover the endothelial cell shape from the AFM image using the F-S curves and the modified Hertzian model. The shape distortion under the AFM imaging was found significant. Comparing with the force volume method, the new method is hundreds of times faster. With this method, it is possible to accurately study rapid dynamic cell shape changes induced by chemistry or physical stimuli. Furthermore, it is worthwhile to validate the present model using other cell lines in the near future.
